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INTRODUCTION
Nigeria is home to over 940 bird species including migratory and other globally significant
species. Many of these species are found outside protected areas lurking within degraded and
converted habitats or even near human habitations like rural settlements and urban areas. While
conversion of forests and natural habitats to agricultural plots for subsistence farming is chief
amongst the threats to avifauna in the country, low level of awareness on birds is also a major
concern.

Most adult Nigerians have no information and lack interest in the field of ornithology and
biodiversity conservation. This is a cumulative effect of lack of exposure to bird right from
childhood. Invariably, average Nigerian child grows into adulthood with no exposure to
information on birds consequently creating a huge gap when they grow up. This project is
therefore, aimed at bridging this gap by educating youth and young ones about birds in their
environment as well as the importance of conserving birds. The logic behind this is that early
introduction of Conservation Education on birds right from young age will significantly
contribution to creation of interest in the mind of future adults. Furthermore, this will instill zeal,
passion, knowledge and understanding in protection and caring for birds. Ultimately, this will
build future leaders who will advocate for biodiversity conservation with special focus on birds.

The effectiveness of conservation action depends largely on interest of the concern people.
Interest however has to do with perception. Perception, on its own, plays a major role in
stimulating engagement, encourages participation and sustainability of conservation activities. It
is therefore very important to have an early orientation for right perception at young age. Since
young people are quick to mentor and energetic, this will have large multiplier effect of the
information passed.
From the foregoing, the project was aimed at achieving the following specific objectives:
1. Organize symposium for teachers and students in secondary schools on the need to
protect birds and other biological diversity around them.
2. Carry out field expedition to train students and their teachers in bird identification and the
use of online software of Nigeria Bird Atlasing for data collection and documentation.
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3. Carry out field expedition to train students and their teachers in bird identification and
documentation.
4. Sensitisation and awareness creation through production of Conservation Educative
materials.
5. Creation of nature clubs in the selected schools for continuity and sustainability.
The target groups for the project were students in secondary schools. Through the “catch them
young” educational strategy, this intermediary group within the society will eventually become
active future advocate and participants in protection of birds and natural environment. This
project is complementing the activities of Nigeria Bird Atlasing Project by spreading the news on
the need for observation, documentation and conservation of bird diversity among the youths in
secondary schools.
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METHODOLOGY

Selected schools and students
Prior to commencement of the project, visitations were made to a number of public and
secondary schools in Ilorin. The school administrations were informed about the project and the
objectives. Quite a number of schools gave excuses of tight academic schedule among other
reasons and did not give approval for the project to be conducted. However, some schools
eventually gave us approval and we agreed on the time that we can carry out the project. We
decided to use the schools that granted us approval and full support for the project
implementation.
Initially, we planned to use four schools for the project, and train two hundred students and
twenty teachers. But due to the tight academic schedules of most schools, we were able to
complete three schools that granted us approval. Fortunately, we were able to complete the target
number of students for the project. Table 1 presents information about the visited schools as well
as the number of students and teachers that partook in the project. In agreement with teachers
and school administrations, students in senior classes were agreed to be selected for the study.
The senior students were agreed upon due to their level understanding of project objectives and
advancement in studies.
Table 1: Information on the selected schools for the Project
S/N

Schools selected for the project

Number of

Number of

students

teachers

1

University of Ilorin Secondary School, Ilorin

136

5

2

Government Day Senior Secondary School,

50

5

51

5

237

15

Agbabiaka, Ilorin
3

Saint Barnabas Senior Secondary School,
Ilorin
Total

5

Interactions with Students and Teachers before the Project Implementation
Interaction sessions were organised in each of the three schools before commencement of the
bird watching. Short workshops were organized for the teachers to familiarize them with bird
watching and the forum was used to plan for the field day. The workshop was also used to create
opportunities and avenue for deliberations with the school administration on way(s) to achieve
greater success and answer various questions on the project implementation. Possible challenges
and suggestions on how to overcome them were also discussed. See appendix for some photos of
the interactive sessions.
Field Activities and Bird Watching Practical
Due to peculiarity of bird watching which is done early in the morning and in the evening, we
decided to adopt only early morning session for the schools and not in the evening when the
students are expected to have gone home. Hence, the bird watching was planned for between
6:00am and 8:30am for the students and teachers. This period of the day is when the birds can be
easily observed with different activities.
Due to availability of trees and birds in University of Ilorin Secondary School, the practical
session was carried out within the school premises. However, the practical session for the
students of Government Day Secondary School, Agbabiaka and Saint Barnabas Senior
Secondary School was carried out in Flower Garden which is the last standing Urban Forest
within the city of Ilorin. Prior to the visit to the Flower Garden, permission and approval was
obtained from the Ministry of Environment and Forestry; the authority that is in charge and
responsible for the management of the Garden.
On the day of the practical, the students were asked to arrive school early for the bird watching
to be carried before the morning before assembly time. For each of the practical session, the
project team had up to 6 members including project coordinator, ornithologists, photographer
and field assistants. The field assistants coordinated the students on the field and in the
classes/halls while the ornithologists taught the students how to handle and use binoculars as
well as bird identification through observation of special features and use of field guide. List of
birds observed on the field were compiled for onward use in the seminar for the students.
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The students of both Government Day Secondary School and Saint Barnabas Senior Secondary
School were taken to Flower Garden on two different days for logistics and coordination. On
each of the days of the field visit to Flower Garden, the students were conveyed in buses early in
the morning. On getting to the Garden, the students were addressed by an ornithologist. He
delivered a short lecture on significance of birds to the environment and to humanity. The
students were also taught how to handle binoculars in observing birds, identify birds with the use
of field guide.
Demonstration on use of Nigeria Bird Atlasing for data collection and documentation
The APLORI alumni on the project introduced to the students the process of bird data collection
and document with the use of the mobile software application of Nigeria Bird Atlasing. Due to
the major challenges of none possession of mobile phones by the students, this was not properly
taught at student individual level. There is a standing rule in the schools that students must not
bring or use mobile phones. Hence, the mobile phones of the project teams were used to
demonstrate to some of the students and teachers the process of using the mobile app. We hope
this has enlightened the students and their teachers on the availability of a mobile app which can
be used for independent field investigation to reinforce their scientific curiosity, and built their
confidence in the value of their own observations. To compliment this effort, the students were
properly taught the practical way of using binoculars on the field for birds’ identification.
Seminar for Students and Teachers at University of Ilorin Secondary School
At University of Ilorin Secondary School, a seminar was organized for the students and teachers
as a follow up to the field observations. The teachers were also allowed to partake in the seminar
for proper coordination of the students and to gain from the skills in the follow up training.
PowerPoint presentation was adopted for the seminar. The presentation lasted about two hours
and ended with a brief question and answers session. The presentation introduced participants to
birds generally, the significance of studying them, where we can find them and why we should
conserve them. Three short documentaries on birds (about 10 minutes each) were shown to the
students during the seminar. Each of the documentaries was followed with explanation of the
message in the documentary. The students were then asked questions to test the level of
understanding of what they have learnt. Those with correct answers to questions were given
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gifts. The documentary session was followed with administration of questionnaire to assess the
students’ understanding and knowledge gained on basic principles of bird watching.
The documentary section was followed by lecture section. The lecture presentation was
facilitated by Abidemi Raji who is APLORI graduate and also the coordinator of Ilorin Bird
Club (IBC). She exposed the participants to the concept of citizen science while emphasizing the
roles of enthusiasts, volunteers, and amateurs in the conservation of birds in particular and
biodiversity generally. She also educated the participants on how to develop their own data
collating sheet for accurate collection of bird and other biological data, within their habitats and
where they find birds. The lecture was rounded up with introduction of the participant to Nature
Club and Ilorin Bird Club, and a call for them to be active members.
Projects for Students of Government Day Secondary School
As a follow up to the bird watching carried out at Flower Garden, the students of Government
Day Secondary School and Saint Barnabas Senior Secondary School were asked to carry out
individual and group projects on what they have learnt on the field. The students were given a
week to complete the task and presentation of their projects. After the one week, the students
presented their projects in the form of poem, playlet, and articles. The presentations were made
on assembly to the entire students and teachers that did not partake in the field activities. This is
to create awareness on birds among the entire students. In recognition of their quality of
presentations and outstanding performances, about 40 of the students across the schools were
given awards in the form of scholarships to cover part of their school fees and final year West
African Examination (WAEC).
Awareness Campaign, Awards and Refreshment
During the project implementation on the field and in the seminar, customized t-shirt produced
for the purpose of the project were worn by the project team to create public awareness. The
shirts were also given to students and their teachers. Refreshments were also provided to the
students and the teachers as well as the project team. Gifts and awards were given to the students
in appreciation of their excellent performance at various stages of the project.
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RESULTS
Information from Students of University of Ilorin Secondary School
This section of the report provides information obtained through the questionnaire administered
to the students. As shown in Fig 1, 62.5% of the students that responded to the questionnaire
were female and 37.5% were male.

37.5
Male
62.5

Female

Fig. 1: Gender distribution of the students

Involvement of the students in bird watching
From the information provided in Fig 2, 62.5% of the students indicted that they watched birds
on their own. From follow-up interview, it was discovered that quite a number of the students
watched birds casually and not with curiosity or interest. About 36.8% of the students indicated
that that had earlier involved in group bird watching. However, this response is not totally certain
if the students have really been involved in group bird watching or not.

About 66.9% of the students indicated that they can identify name of some birds (Fig. 2). Some
of the birds that the students mentioned that they know and can identify include dove, eagle,
vulture, parrot, ostrich, hawk, peacock, pigeon, goose, bush fowl, eagle, cattle egret, among
others. Majority of these birds are common birds which the students have seen in their
surroundings or might have seen in books, or watched on documentaries or on television. Some
9

of the students muddled domestic birds like duck and fowl as part of the birds that they know.
This means that quite a number of the students needed to be more enlightened with the difference
between domestic birds and birds in the wild. Also, quite a number of the students were not
familiar with birds in their immediate surroundings and they needed to be more engaged in
practical activities on identification of local birds.

Do you watch birds on your own?

62.5

Have you involved in group bird
watching before?

36.8

Can you identify any bird by name?

66.9

Have you ever used binocular?

27.9
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Fig 2: Involvement of the students in bird watching before the project

It is quite unfortunate that only 27.9% of the students have handled binoculars before this project
(Fig. 2). Again, when those that indicated that they had handled binoculars were further asked
where and when they used the binoculars, the students could not be specific. This means that
majority of the students had the opportunities to handled and used binoculars for the first time
through this project. This is a rare opportunities which will last a long time in the mind of the
students and needed a follow-up.

The findings of this results is that majority of the students do not involve in professional bird
watching, and do not know or conversant with names of birds in their immediate surroundings.
In addition, majority of the students have not used or handled binoculars for bird watching until
the practical sessions of this project. These results show how relevant this project is in educating,
as well as building capacity and transferring of skills to the students.
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Knowledge of the students on birds
Results on the knowledge of the students on birds were presented in Fig 3. The results obtained
were quite interesting with mixtures of both positive and negative responses of the students on
birds. More than half of the students believed that birds were beautiful (86.0%), good ecosystem
indicators (77.2%), and sing well (52.9%). However, more than half of the students also
indicated that birds damaged crops (54.4%), evil (51.5%), and are noise makers (50.7%). Around
two third of the students also indicated that birds damaged property (44.9%), are scary (44.9%),
are demonic and can harm (41.9%). Also 23.5% of the students indicated that birds kill chicks.

Sing well

52.9

Evil

51.5

Ecosystem indicators

77.2

Demonic and can harm

41.9

Damage property

44.9

Beautiful
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Kill chicks
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Fig 3: Knowledge of the students about birds
Each of the above mentioned perceptions of the students were either based on their observation,
experience or on what they had heard or been told. All the positive perceptions were actual
characteristics of some birds, however a number of the negative perceptions were based on
assumptions or superstition believes. For instance, the positive perception such as “birds serving
as good ecosystem indicators” is valid, however most of the students got to know about this from
the lectures and documentaries watched prior to the questionnaire administration. Hence this
perception was influenced by what the students recently heard. This could show direct influence
on their understanding of birds through what they heard and watched. These findings will be
built upon to enhance their love for birds, hence their support for conservation and protection of
birds. More so, the images of birds watched on documentaries and on television, coupled with
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those watched in reality, have really let the students know that birds are beautiful creatures and
can make melodious sounds – what the students termed “birds can sing well”.

On the contrary, experiences have taught the students that birds can damage property, especially
house roof tops and ceiling. Some birds also damage crops especially cereals which are mostly
planted in the area. Some birds, like weaver birds, that converge in large numbers also make
noise while some other birds looks scary to the students base on their black or dark coloration.
Birds like hawk and pied crow are common birds of prey that kill chicks of domestic chickens in
the study area, hence influencing the students’ responses that “birds kill chicks”.
The perceptions on birds being “evil” and “demonic” were mainly influenced by what the
students have heard in stories and/or tales. These, among other negative perceptions, can have a
far reaching influence on the students’ hatred for birds or their believe system. The students must
be taught the reality and truth behind such stories that tagged birds as “evil” or “demonic”. Also,
the students needed to be taught the reason why some birds are birds of prey and why some eat
crops. It should be explained to students that people are to be blamed for birds leaving in house
roofs and ceilings. The reason is that trees and forests that serve as habitat for birds were
removed in process of infrastructural development and constructions. This makes birds to look
for alternative habitat such as roofs and ceiling of houses to leave and breed. To prevent such
happenings, there should be planting of trees to restore the lost habitats for birds.

Catching of birds
The results presented in Fig. 4 revealed that only few of the students have catch birds (32.4%)
and have eaten birds (7.4%) in the past. Furthermore, only 9.6% of the students believed that it is
good to eat birds while 22.8% knew that birds were used to make traditional medicine. Among
the birds that the students mentioned that they had eaten in the past include pigeon, dove, parrot,
bush fowl, among others (Fig. 5). As indicated by the students, topmost of the methods used in
catching the birds (Fig. 6) was the use of catapult (21.3%) followed by the use of cage (17.6%).
Other methods include stoning (14.0%) and use of trap (10.3%).
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Fig. 4: Response of students to catching of birds before

Factors causing reduction of birds
The practices and believe system of killing and eaten of birds needed to be addressed to
enlighten the students the consequences of catching, killing and local utilization of birds for
medicinal purposes. Quite a number of birds are endangered and under threats of local extinction
due to their killing and consumption. The students must be properly enlightened from their
young age on factors leading to reduction of birds; hence making them future advocates for birds
protection and conservation.
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Fig. 5: Ever eaten birds and type birds ate
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Fig. 6: Methods by which the students used in catching birds

Causes of bird reduction
The study further inquired from the students on what they think is causing reduction of birds in
the environment. Three causes were presented to the students to choose from. More than half of
the students (53.7%) indicated that cutting of trees was the major cause of bird reduction
followed by hunting (28.7%). However, only 17.6% agreed to urbaisation as the major cause of
bird reduction (Fig. 6). Most of the students were quite right in their responses.

When trees cut down during the process of urbanization are replanted, this has the potential of
restoring the displaced natural habitat of the birds, hence bringing them back. However, hunting
is a critical issue that must be checked to prevent total extermination of birds irrespective of their
location.
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Fig. 7: Response of students on what makes bird reduce in the environment

Participation in Nature Club
One of the strategies planned to be put in place for sustainability of the project is establishment
of Nature Club in all the selected schools. The students were therefore asked their willingness to
join and participate in the Nature Club when established in the school. About 85% of the
students indicated that they will join the Club (Fig. 8). This shows a high prospect for the
students’ participation in the Club when started. It is hoped that more students when join the
Club when fully established and through the organized activities.
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Fig. 8: Willingness to join Nature Club
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List of Birds Observed with University of Ilorin Secondary School Students
S/N
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

SPECIES
Yellow-billed Kite
Yellow-billed Shrike
Purple Glossy Starling
Grey-backed Cameroptera
Red-eye Dove
Long-tailed Starling
Broad-billed Roller
Common Bulbul
Laughing Dove
Forked-tailed Drongo
African Thrush
Pied Crow
African Grey Hornbil
Abysinian Roller
Western Grey Plantain eater
Village weaver
Bearded Barbet
Bronze Mannikin
Senegal Coucal
Scarlet Chested Sunbrd
Green wood Hoopoe
Grey backed Cameroptera
Piacpiac
Brown Barbler
Wire tailed swallow
Yellow-fronted tinkerbird

SCIENTIFIC NAMES
Milvus aegyptius
Corvinella corvina
Lamprotornis purpureus
Camaroptera brevicaudata
Streptopelia semitorquata
Aplonis magna
Eurystomus glaucurus
Pycnonotus barbatus
Streptopelia senegalensis
Dicrurus adsimilis
Turdus pelios
Corvus albus
Tockus nasutus
Coracias abyssinicus
Crinier piscator
Ploceus cucullatus
Lybius dubius
Spermestes cucullatus
Centropus senegalensis
Chalcomitra fuliginosa
Phoeniculus bollei
Cameroptera brachyuran
Pilostomus aer
Turdoides plebejus
Hirundo smithii
Pogoniulus chrysconus
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Bird Species Checklist of Flower Garden

COMMON NAMES

FAMILY

SCIENTIFIC NAMES

NON-PASSERINES
1

Yellow-billed Kite

Accipitridae

Milvus migrans

2

Common Kestrel

Falconidae

Falco tinnunculus

3

Red-eyed Dove

Columbidae

Streptopelia semitorquata

4

Laughing Dove

Columbidae

Streptopelia senegalensis

5

Senegal Parrot

Psittacidae

Poicephalus senegalus

6

Western Grey Plantain-eater

Musophagidae

Crinifer piscator

7

Senegal Coucal

Cuculidae

Centropus senegalensis

PASSERINES
8

Common Bulbul

Pycnonotidae

Pycnonotus barbatus

9

African Thrush

Turdidae

Turdus pelios

10

Grey-backed Camaroptera

Sylviidae

Camaroptera brachyura

11

Red-bellied Paradise Flycatcher

Musucapidae

Terpsiphone rufiventer

12

Scarlet-chested Sunbird

Nectaridae

Chalcomitra senegalensis

13

Yellow-billed Shrike

Laniidae

Corvinella corvina

14

Fork-tailed Drongo

Dicruridae

Dicrurus adsimilis

15

Purple Glossy Starling

Sturnidae

Lamprotornis purpureus

16

Red-billed Firefinch

Estrildidae

Lagonosticta senegala

17

Bronze Mannikin

Estrildidae

Spermestes cucullatus
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Pictures of some of the bird sighted during the field session

Yellow-billed Shrike Corvinella corvina

Purple Glossy Starling Lamprotornis purpureus

Broad-billed Roller Eurystomus glaucurus

African Thrush Turdus pelios
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Field Photographs

Bus conveying students of University of Ilorin Secondary School

Student of University of Ilorin arriving for bird watching practical and allocation into groups
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APLORI Alumnus (Abidemi Raji) addressing the students of University of Ilorin Secondary
School on bird watching and significance of birds

One of the ornithologists, Abidemi Raji, teaching the students how to use binocular in observing
birds at University of Ilorin Secondary School

20

Students of University of Ilorin Secondary School taking turn to observe birds
Seminar

21

Documentary Session during the seminar at University of Ilorin Secondary School, Ilorin, Kwara
State

Students of University of Ilorin Secondary School answering questions during the documentary
session

22

Students responding to questionnaire to assess their knowledge on birds and bird watching

23

Teachers responding to questionnaire to assess their knowledge on birds and bird watching

Gift of customized t-shirts to students and teachers

24

Project team with Principal of University of Ilorin Secondary School

Project team with students of outstanding performances

25

Seminar participants and Project team

Addressing Students of Saint Barnabas Senior Secondary School by Principal Researcher

26

Lecturing Students of Saint Barnabas Senior Secondary Schoolby an ornithologist

Group photograph of Students of Saint Barnabas Senior Secondary School and Project
Team
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Addressing Students of Government Day Secondary School on the field

Practical session for Students of Government Day Secondary School on bird watching

28

Students of Government Day Secondary School on the field

Group Photograph of Students of Government Day Secondary School and Project Team

29

Interactive session with Students and Teachers

PROGRAMME OF EVENT
Bird Watching and Post-Field Seminar
University of Ilorin Secondary School in Kwara State, Nigeria
Held on 17 December 2018
Activities

Time
Bird watching

Arrival
Bird watching
Arranging of students in hall

6:00 am
6:00 to 9:00am
Seminar

Opening remark
Questionnaire administration
Documentary
Presentation of gifts and awards
Refreshment

9:00am to 9:15am
9:15 to 9:30am
9:30am – 10:30am
10:30 to 11:00 am
11:00 am

30

